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Introduction 

Here is an introduction to a world in need of 

value education, world of social animals that differs 

from rest of the animals on the globe. Value 

education is merely what a human develops in daily 

habits and reflects into the character. Life on the 

basis of the morality one develops in entire loop of 

life is a main need behind to highlight the need of 

education with certain values.  

Value education is the process by which 

people give moral values to each other. According to 

Downey   It can be an activity that can take place in 

any human organization during which people are 

assisted by others, who may be older, in a condition 

experienced to make explicit our ethics in order to 

assess the effectiveness of these values and 

associated behavior for their own and others' long 

term well-being, and to reflect on and acquire other 

values and behavior which they recognize as being 

more effective for long term well-being of self and 

others. There is a difference between literacy and 

education 

 

History So Far  

Values always taken place into the roots of 

any foundation. Every culture has its basic values 

unless into action. Since human civilization took 

place human being are only known for their special 

notion of a wide intelligence human beings, 

almighty’s greatest creation is an example set for 

universe. Human and nature has a great relationship 

with each other. Nature has controlled all human 

activities since years long. The globe has got several 

varied species living into it. So, what is it that make 

human to differ from other organisms. It is the cause 

of our existence. We are known as social animals and 

have got some special powers within us. We are  

 

 

 

known for our intelligence and dominancy due to our 

creativity. So long I have been addressing upon 

humans as we because the one who is reading this 

also human with intellectual sense of integrity and 

understanding. But what can be a sense behind 

understandings all facts and logic emotionally, 

mentally and reacting about by the same time. 

              

Human: A Cause Behind  

  As discussed in beginning human are gifted 

with certain values which act as a framework behind 

all this facts and possibilities. So, long we have been 

trying to put light on a fact value, but what certainly 

puts a simple word to all up big changes in universe. 

The curiosity takes us years behind into the age of 

GURUKULAM and SADHUVAS. From there itself 

values have created a difference. 

              If a king ruled a country years behind his 

people choose him as a king by counting his values 

upon same way. If a person helped other those are all 

some basic values what a brain possess within. By 

counting one can note an entire book of good and 

bad values of human nature. Hence is nonetheless 

dear that values indeed rest the fact of human nature 

of all happenings.   

          

Education Enlightining Values  

  But simultaneously a new question arises 

how education imbibes values into a human brain. 

So, a wise answer unleashes is that education can 

play up a legal role in transferring values upon 

generations to generations. So, long from eras we 

have been following several legal values and ethics 

on daily basis just as worshiping lord, greeting each 

other, being happy and trying others to be. All this 

moral values play up great role for a prosperous life. 

          But by the time a question follows through 

i.e. are we really still at state following all values and 

ethics? Do we really mean what our textbooks in our 

primary classes to make space in our heads, because 

the seen isn’t up to the mark? We still find lack of 
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humanity and values education in certain grounds. It 

is not mere a person born in the 21th century or even 

one before witnessed downfall in education based 

upon values and ethics. But greatness is in a fact that 

values have not been demolished fully from our 

cultures. 

        All the daily upliftments of evils into our 

hearts through media and practices we perform can 

be regarded as a cause of abolishment of morals from 

our lives. What the upcoming generation for now is 

greatly facing is distance from school and teachers 

may become another cause in list of hundred’s. For 

past months the distance created between the 

institutions and students has led to a tincture of salt 

to the tasteful recipe. 

 

Conclusion: School And Institution Spreading 

Wisdom 

   School is not only a place where a student 

pursues degrees but is institutions where one 

educates own self with values and moral ethics. 

Hence the role of schools and education system has a 

prime role to work upon. Through, time is supreme, 

for now or tomorrow somewhere we will understand 

the cause of imbibing values and developing moral 

ethics into us. By the same time we can also develop 

or seek to the value education through several of 

sporting things and reading books also by improving 

syllabus and techniques through which they are 

taught. Surely someday again the sun will shine on 

us brightly.  
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